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About This Game

Retrovirus is a six degrees of freedom shooter which sends players into the depths of a computer on a search and destroy
mission against an invasive virus. Retrovirus is being created by Cadenza Interactive, the indie studio behind the popular tower

defense game Sol Survivor.

Players take command of an antivirus program, armed with the tools necessary to erase the virus’ very existence from the
system. Movement and exploration are core to the gameplay, and players are encouraged to adapt to the demands of a world
where free flight is the norm. Of course, the virus is armed to fight back, and first person shooter combat features heavily as

players test their level of comfort with movement within the machine environment. Each player is able to customize their
antivirus program with different plugins, allowing for a variety of approaches to a given situation.

The Retrovirus single player campaign focuses on the core story of the game, with the player’s goal being the eradication of the
virus and the discovery of its origins. To defeat the virus, the player must solve puzzles, engage in dogfight-style combat, and

explore the depths of the virtual world.

Retrovirus also features multi-player modes, designed to engage players’ social and competitive sides. Co-operative multi-player
allows players to complete the campaign of the game with a friend, teaming up to restore the system to working order.

Competitive multi-player will focus on the core of the six degrees of freedom shooter, hearkening back to the action-oriented
shooters of the late 90’s and early 00’s.
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Features

 Discover movement within a six degrees of freedom environment, free from the limits of traditional gravity-based
environments.

 Delve into a two-layered story, exploring the real-world origins of a malicious computer virus and cleansing the inner
workings of the infected system.

 Fight battles, complete puzzles and explore an environment built for the free-flying citizens of the computer system.

 Customize an antivirus program, focusing on strength, speed or cunning, with weapons and utilities to suit a variety of
play styles.

 Join with a friend to remove the virus from the infected computer by playing the campaign in co-operative mode.

 Compete against other players in a variety of multi-player modes, testing the limits of combat with six degrees of
freedom.
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Six dimensions of Freedom shotter! Just like Descent, if you remember that. You are the Anti-Virus program of a PC that is
infested with a Virus. You need to get rid of that Virus to save the PC. As you fly through the PC and free the programs from
infestation by shooting all the bad programs and virus parts, you can collect some data, that lets you learn some skills. The skills
can always be changed if you like to try something new or have the feeling another weapon option can get you an advantage in a
specific situation. There are E-Mails to collect, wich tell you a little story and context on why things are happening and some
interesting Bossfights to win.

A fair warning for achievement hunters, there is a bugged achievement that is not possible to get. Also the Multiplayer is dead,
so these achievements should also be hard to get.

Anyway, I can recommend this game. A unique setting, fun level design, nice graphics and a skill system that lets you try out
some stuff. 10\u20ac is a fair price if you ask me, if it is on sale, just get it, you can't do anything wrong with this game!
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